376	HUSBAND AND WIFE
a statutory     The Matrimonial Causes Act, 1950, provides that where a
rule for the nui|jty su;t '^ brought in England by a wife, either because she
choice 01	J	111         11         11	j        •   *i   j   •       i •
Uw has been deserted by her husband, who was domiciled in this
country immediately before the desertion,1 or because she has
been ordinarily resident in England for a period of three years
immediately preceding the suit,2 then
'the issues shall be determined in accordance with the law which would
be applicable thereto if both parties were domiciled in England at the
time of the proceedings.'3
It would seem that this creates no exception to the rules for the
choice of law stated above. The common domicil at the time of
the proceedings vitally affects the question of jurisdiction, but
it is no pointer to what was the proper law at the time of the
marriage. Whatever it is that renders the court competent —
common domicil, common residence or the domicil of the peti-
tioner alone — the alleged defect must still be assigned to its
proper law, which may well be the law of a foreign country.
C^jForeign Suits
(i) Jurisdiction.	^/^
Doubtful If the law is to be a harmonious whole it seems essential that
Jdforef11 W^at *s regarded as sufficient to confer jurisdiction upon the
courts arc English court should be equally effective in the case of foreign
courts- It *s not clear> however, that this is true. For one thing,
the demands of reciprocity have not always impressed English
judges; for another, the relevant decisions are few in number
and not wanting in ambiguity. It will be better, therefore,
to retain the arrangement followed in the discussion of English
jurisdiction and attempt to ascertain whether the authorities
justify the conclusion that English and foreign courts stand on
the same footing.
^/Annulment of voidable marriages.
Court of     (a) Jurisdiction based on domicil. The decision of the House
v. Admi
Lords in Sahesen v. Administrator of Austrian Property* /
competent established beyond all doubt that the court ot the country in —
which both parties are domiciled at the time of the proceedings
has jurisdiction to pronounce a decree of nullity.* It is also
, p. 358.	2 $ufra)
3	Matrimonial Causes Act, 1950, s. 18 (3).
4	[r927j A-C. 641; for the facts see Infra, p. 378.
5	Dt Renevittc v, De Rcnnillc, [1948] P. 100, 109, per Lord Greene.

